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Linear Orderin Phonological
Representation

John J. McCarthy

1. Introduction
Nonlinearphonologyimposes strictrequirementsof locality on phonologicalrules. These
requirementsare expressed in various forms-examples include the line-crossing prohibition of Goldsmith(1976), the notion "adjacentelements" in the ObligatoryContour
Principle(Leben (1973), Goldsmith(1976), McCarthy(1981; 1986a,b)),and the primacy
of binaryfeet in stress assignment(Hayes (1980)).Fundamentally,locality in its various
forms ensures that the elements referredto in phonological transformationsand constraints are adjacentat some level of representation.
When we combinelocality with the observationthat in fact phonologicaloperations
frequently affect segments that are not string-adjacent,we see that locality imposes
strong preconditionson the adequacy of theories of phonologicalrepresentation.Two
basic responses to these preconditionshave been pursuedwithin the theory.1
The first is the notion of tier segregation,introducedby Goldsmith(1976). Separate
tiers are linked to one anotherdirectly or throughany other nonskeletal tier, as in (1):
(1) Skeleton

x x x
I I I
ABC

I
q

I
r

Althoughthe elementsA and C are not string-adjacent,they are specified, via association
lines, for propertiesq andr thatcan be adjacentto one anotherby virtueof the segregation
of q and r on their own autosegmentaltier. The locality requirementfor any operation
on A and C referringto q and r is met by virtue of this segregation.
The second response to locality requirementsis the idea of plane segregation, introducedby McCarthy(1979). Separateplanes are linked independentlyto the skeleton,
as in (2):
I am indebtedto EmmonBach, MorrisHalle, James Harris,Juliette Levin, Alan Prince, Betsy Sagey,
Lisa Selkirk,MoiraYip, and an anonymousreviewerfor commentson an earlierdraftof this article.
l Here andbelow I consistentlyobservethe terminologicaldistinctionbetweentiersandplanesintroduced
by Archangeli(1985).
Linguistic Inquiry, Volume 20, Number 1, Winter 1989
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B

(2)
Skeleton

I

x x x

I

A

I

C

Locality for operationson A and C is met by virtue of planarsegregation:A and C are
adjacent on the plane containing them, even though they are nonadjacent in the
represented stringABC.
These two different modes of ensuring locality, as well as a variety of other
consequences of the representationaldistinction, present a difficult challenge: by what
criteria can we select between them in individualcases? Two answers to this question
appear in the literature.The first, in McCarthy(1979; 1981; 1982), is what I will refer
to as the Weak Morphemic Plane Hypothesis (WMPH):
(3) Weak Morphemic Plane Hypothesis

If separatemorphemes,then separateplanes.
That is, planar segregationas in (2) is requiredif AC is a differentmorphemefrom B.
If they are not differentmorphemes,then the WMPHis silent about whether (1) or (2)
is appropriate.
The WMPH later developed into the much more restrictive claim made by the
biconditional Strong Morphemic Plane Hypothesis (SMPH) of Steriade (1986), Archan-

geli (1987), Archangeliand Pulleyblank(1986), and Cole (1987):
(4) Strong Morphemic Plane Hypothesis

Separatemorphemesif and only if separateplanes.
This says that the representation(2) is requiredjust in case AC and B are separate
morphemes;in all other circumstances(1) is the only option.
The most pervasive and importantexamples where planes have been proposed are
those in which vowels andconsonants-or morecorrectlythe melodicor featuralcontent
of vowels and consonants-occupy separateplanes. This phenomenon,which I will call
planar V/C segregation, will be closely examined in the course of this article. Another
class of cases where separate planes seem appropriateis represented by the single,
morphologicallyfunctioningfeaturein Cole's (1987)analysisof certainharmonysystems.
Although I will not discuss this evidence in detail, I will show that it is the expected
result of the claims I make.
My argumentis essentially reductionist. I first show that the SMPH is false by
demonstratingthat planarV/C segregationis requiredeven when vowels and consonants
are not separate morphemes.This result, I will show, must hold unless we are willing
to give up many very fundamentalresults of nonlinearphonologicaltheory. I then turn
to the WMPH and show that, although it expresses a valid generalization, it has no
independentstatus as a principleof phonologicaltheory. My argumentat this juncture
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hinges on two observations:(i) planarsegregationexpresses the lack of inherentlinear
order relations between the two planes, whereas tier segregationdoes not; and (ii) the
morphemesof nonconcatenativemorphologicalsystems are unordered.With this result
about the differencebetween plane and tier segregationin hand, I then turn back to the
cases that were adduced as evidence againstthe SMPH. Pursuingseveral observations
by Prince (1987)about template/melodyrelationsand linear order in templaticsystems,
and combiningthem with the logic of underspecificationand with an interpretationof
planar representations,I show that planarV/C segregationis requiredwhenever there
are no unpredictablelinear order relationsbetween vowels and consonants. I then turn
to a possible case of planarV/C segregationsolely under the auspices of rigid syllable
structure,and I look at fake linear order relationsthat can appearfrom overly zealous
underspecification.Finally, I briefly examine how these results bear on the examples
of Cole (1987) and proposals about Plane Conflation (Younes (1983), McCarthy
(1986a,b)).
2. Against the SMPH

To falsify the SMPH, it is sufficientto display a case where biplanarrepresentationis
requiredin the absence of morphologicaljustification.Clearlywe need to establishplausible criteriafor both aspects of the demonstrationbefore proceeding.
Biplanarrepresentationis requiredwhen the locality of phonologicaloperationsand
conditions cannot be otherwise maintained."Locality" in phonology is, informally,the
requirementthat the affected and affecting elements be adjacent somewhere in the
representation.A particularlyimportantaspect of locality is expressed by the conjunction of two ideas: (i) all assimilationrules are accomplishedby association-linespreading;
(ii) association lines do not cross. Thus, biplanarrepresentationsare unavoidablewhen
a fundamentalviolationof locality-crossing associationlines-would ariseby spreading
in a uniplanarrepresentation.
A familiar case of this sort is presented by the Arabic form samam 'poisoned'.
Comparingthe uniplanarrepresentationin (5a) with the biplanarone in (Sb), we see that
separate spreadingof vowels and consonantswithoutregardto one anothernecessitates
biplanarity:
b.

(5) a.

CVCVC

*CVCVC
s

a

a

m

s

m

As we will discover below, variouselaborationsof the theory of featuregeometry(Clements (1985))makeargumentsof this sort slightlymoredifficultto construct. Nevertheless,
it will emerge that biplanarityis unavoidablein Arabic and other cases under any plausible geometry of phonologicalfeatures.
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"Separate morphemes" is relatively unproblematic.If we have a regular pattern
where, as in Arabic, vowels and consonants make distinct contributionsto the meaning
of the whole, then we can regardmarginalcases as exhibitingthe kind of virtual morphology demonstratedby Aronoff (1976) for English permit. In other words, we shall
accept planarV/C segregationas morphologicallyjustified if there is at least some evidence that vowels and consonants constitute separatemorphemesin the Bloomfieldian
sense, even if not all cases are analyzablein that way.2 We thereforegive the SMPH a
generous opportunityto succeed.
The first case we examine is Yawelmani, which, according to Archangeli (1983;
1984),involves planarV/C segregation.The evidence for biplanarrepresentationin Yawelmani comes from a pervasive phenomenonof V/C metathesis induced solely by the
need to fill positions in a morphologicallydetermined skeletal template. In different
morphologicalcircumstances(selected by a suffix), we find stem alternationslike diyll
dyiil 'guard', bniit/bint 'ask', and 2amc'/2maac' 'be near'.3The phenomenonat issue is
the transparencyof the medial stem consonant to permutationsof the stem vowel.
No support for morphologicalseparationof vowels and consonants can be found
in this language. Yet Archangeli'sanalysis, dependingas it does on planar V/C segregation, provides a straightforwardaccount of the phenomenon.The vowel can associate
on either side of the medial consonant purely in conformitywith the requirementthat
positions in the morphologicaltemplatebe filled:
(6) a.

i

AI

CVCC

CCVVC
b n

i

b.

t

b

n t

Thus, Yawelmani constitutes a prima facie counterexampleto the SMPH: the V/C
metathesis phenomenon-analyzed as an effect of template filling-requires planar
V/C segregation, yet vowels and consonants are not separate morphemes in this language. What are the alternatives?
The fundamentalproblem Yawelmani presents is one of locality: in a uniplanar
representationthe n and i of bniitlbintcannot exchange places without line crossing.
There are three possible accounts of this phenomenonthat do not make use of planar
V/C segregation. One is Steriade's (1986) hypothesis that the permutationsof vowels
and consonants in Yawelmaniare a consequence of biplanarityvia infixingreduplication
(Broselow and McCarthy(1984)), ratherthan V/C segregation:

2

See Prince (1987)for cogent discussionof this point.
' These do not exhaustthe availablestems, and in some analyses a disyllabicstem with copied vowel is
one memberof the basic set of possibilities. I follow earliertreatmentsof Yawelmaniin using constructed
examples for expositoryconvenience.
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b. b n i t

l\ I

l

CVCC

b n i t
This proposal is examined in exhaustive detail by Prince (1987);the argumentsagainst
it are numerousand persuasive.
A second alternativeis to invoke a morphologicalmetathesis rule. I dismiss this
alternative for a very basic reason: it is unable to express Archangeli's insight that
Yawelmani "metathesis" is the same sort of templatefillingor satisfactionthat is found
in the templaticmorphologicalsystem of Arabic.
The thirdpossibility, with considerablygreatermerit, is an elaborationof the theory
of feature geometry along lines suggested initially by Clements (1985) and pursued in
somewhat differentways by Sagey (1986),Archangeliand Pulleyblank(1986; 1987),and
Steriade (1987a). The fundamentalidea in all these approachesis that locality requirements can be observed without planar V/C segregationif vowels and consonants are
characterizedby sufficientlydisjointsets of featureswithina single plane (Prince(1987)).
In lieu of planarsegregation,these approachesaccount for the V/C transparencyeffects
like Yawelmani metathesis by separating the features characterizing vowels and
consonants onto separate tiers within a single plane. We will examine Sagey's theory
first.
In this theory, the Place node of Clements (1985) is split into three articulatorfeatures, correspondingto the lips, the tongue blade and tip, and the tongue body. Each
articulatorfeature then dominates additionalfeatures that characterize the finer distinctions made with that articulator,as in the following subtree of the entire feature
complex:
Place node

(8)
[labial]
[round]

[coronal]
[ant]

[dist]

[dorsal]
[high] [low] [back]

Each node in the tree defines a separateautosegmentaltier;thus, there is a tier containing
only the feature [labial], distinct from the tier containing [coronal]. The novel feature
[dorsal]characterizesgestures of the tongue-bodyarticulator.
As Sagey (1986)points out, this instantiationof feature geometry accounts for the
fact that velar consonants are generallytransparentto a process like backing harmony
in vowels without the exercise of planar V/C segregation. Velar consonants are characterized as [dorsal], but unspecified for the features subordinateto [dorsal]. Because
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they lack specificationfor [back],velarconsonantsaretransparentto the spreadingof that
feature among the vowels.
But this approachcannot be generalizedto the case of Yawelmani. A fundamental
premiseof featuregeometry-in fact, the essential argumentfor the theory's existenceis the idea that an operation on a set of features is in fact an operation on the node
dominatingthat set of features. For example, a basic argumentfor feature geometry is
the hypothesis that place assimilationis an operationspreadingor associatingthe Place
node of the tree, entailingassociation of the features subordinateto the Place node.
Archangeli(1984)argues that the four-vowel system of Yawelmaniis characterized
by the set of features [round] and [high]. This means that the association operation
responsible for the metathesis phenomenonof Yawelmaniis an operationon the Place
node-because a set of features is characterizedby the node dominatingthat set. Yet
the consonant that the vowel must pass over also has a Place node, so the association
operationis impossiblewithout a violation of the locality requirementin the form of the
line-crossingprohibition:4
(9)

*C

Place

C

V

V

C

c'

'?

nodes
[dorsal][labial]
[ - high]

(intendedresult: 2rnaac')
We see, then, that the V/C metathesisphenomenonof Yawelmaniis incompatiblewith
a geometry like (8).
At this point it is appropriateto dismiss three alternatives. First, suppose the
operationin Yawelmaniwere "Associate (individually)the terminalfeatures dominated
by the Place node." This incurs no violation of the line-crossingprohibition,since Yawelmani consonants can be treated as nondistinctivefor the two vowel features, [high]
and [round].But it exacts a severe price:featuregeometryis no longera characterization
of the structuralrelationsamongfeatures;instead, it is nothingmore than a notationfor
arbitrarysubgroupingsof features that exist apart from the geometry itself. The point
of the geometry is to allow characterizationof phenomena like place assimilationby
spreadingthe Place node-paralleling the spreadingof individualfeatures, which are
themselves nodes in the tree. A predicate like "the set of features dominatedby the
Place node" puts the lie to this fundamentalclaim.
4Irrelevant

feature structure between the skeleton and the Place node has been suppressed.
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The second alternative is somewhat different. It would express the operation in
Yawelmanias "Associate (individually)all accessible nodes," where accessible is understood to refer to those nodes or features that can be linked without violating the linecrossing prohibition.Because the tongue-bodyfeatures and the [round]specificationof
the vowel are accessible in this sense, they can associate correctly. The effect of this
move on the claims the theory makes is even worse than that of the previous suggestion.
The set of nodes that happento be accessible is an arbitrarysubset of the features, rather
than a well-defined construct of the geometry. Nonexistent rules that simultaneously
assimilateplace and laryngealfeatures, but not mannerfeatures, are predictedto exist.
The third alternativeis a rule like "Associate [high] and associate [round]." This
presupposes a major weakening of the fundamentalclaim of feature geometry theory
that rules can cross-classify features only by mentioningthe nodes that dominatethem,
relegatingthat claimto tendentialratherthanabsolute status. Yet even this muchflimsier
hypothesis makes an untrue prediction. It says that the grammarof Yawelmaniwould
be more highlyvaluedwere it to containonly "Associate [high]"or "Associate [round]."
But the known cases of templatic metathesis like Yawelmani never show a pattern of
loss of distinctionsthat the more highly valued grammarwould give us.
The problem,then, is that no coherent characterizationof what is involved in Yawelmanimetathesisis possible withina uniplanarrepresentation.Even somewhatdifferent
conceptions of the underlyingYawelmanivowel system run into the same problem. If
we characterizethe Yawelmanivowels exclusively with tongue-bodyfeatures [high]and
[back], the same line-crossingproblem arises not with any nonlaryngealconsonant at
all but exclusively with the velars: to "move" the vowel, we must associate [dorsal],
but velar consonants are themselves [dorsal]. This approachtherefore makes the prediction-false for Yawelmani and unknown cross-linguistically-that the templatic
metathesis effect could be restrictedto consonantsother than velars. So far, then, Yawelmani requires planar V/C segregation even though vowels and consonants are not
separate morphemes.
Specifying the Yawelmani vowel system with tongue-body features alone yields
somewhat better results with another theory of feature geometry, however. Steriade
(1987a) proposes a bifurcationof the functions of the tongue body into two logical
articulators, correspondingto one physical one. The [velar] articulatorcharacterizes
velar consonants; the [dorsal]articulatorcharacterizesvowels:
Place node

(10)
[labial]
[round]

[coronal]
[ant]

[dist]

[velar]

[dorsal]
[high] [low] [back]

Since this proposal achieves a complete disjunctionin featural specification between
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consonants and the tongue-bodyfeatures for vowels, it is successful in expressing the
properties of the Yawelmanimetathesis phenomenon(if vowels are distinctive for just
[high]and [back]).The operationcan now be describedas "Associate [dorsal]";no line
crossing ensues, since no consonant, even a velar, bears a specificationfor [dorsal].
To achieve this result, though, we were careful to exclude [round]from the underlying specificationof the Yawelmanivowels; otherwise, we would be back in the position
of tryingto associate the Place node across consonantsthatthemselves have Place nodes.
This proposalthereforepredictsthatlanguagesin which roundingis distinctivein vowels
cannot display the Yawelmanitemplaticmetathesis phenomenon.
This prediction is false, as the analysis of Sierra Miwok by Smith and Hermans
(1982) and Smith (1985) shows. The Miwok morphologicalsystem is virtuallyidentical
to that of Yawelmani;in differentmorphologicalcircumstances, we find related stems
like kowat/kowta 'to bump into', hasul/haslu 'to ask', 2enupl2enpu 'to chase', hi:sokl
hisko 'hair'. As in Yawelmani,all consonants are transparentto associations of all vowels, and vowels and consonants are not separate morphemes.
Miwok's vowel system is richer than Yawelmani'sin an importantway. Rounding
is contrastive in this language:
(11)

i
e

i
a

u
0

It follows, then, that Miwok must associate the Place node to achieve V/C metathesis,
with consequent offense againstthe line-crossingprohibition.This is not to say that (10)
is wrong, but rather that it is inadequate to account for the templatic metathesis
phenomenonof Miwok without planarsegregation.
There are two possible reconstructionsof feature geometry that get around this
problem in Miwok. One, a modificationof (10), would transplantthe feature [round]
from [labial]to [dorsal]:
Place node

(12)
orona

[labial]
[ant]

[dist]

[velar]

orsal

[high] [low] [back] [round]

At this point [dorsal]is no longer an articulatornode at all, but rather a cover feature
for the acoustic propertiesnormallyexploited in vowel systems. I shall continue to call
it [dorsal], however. In this theory even the richer vowel system of Miwok is characterized by [dorsal]and its daughters, so "Associate [dorsal]" will not run afoul of the
line-crossingprohibition.
The second approachthat is successful in accountingfor Miwok is one like that of
Clements(1985)or Archangeliand Pulleyblank(1986;1987)thatposits a SecondaryPlace
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node that dominatesboth the tongue-bodyfeaturesand [round],abjuringthe articulatorbased characterizationof the consonants:
Place node

(13)
[dist]

[ant]

econdary Place node

[cor]
[high]

[low] [back]

[round]

In this account, the characterizationof places of articulationfor consonants is accomplished, as in Chomskyand Halle (1968),by specifyingappropriatevalues of the features
[anterior]and [coronal].Miwok, then, can associate the SecondaryPlace node without
impedimentfrom any consonants.
One problemis commonto these two accounts:the lack of a relationbetween [labial]
and [round]. These two features obviously invoke similar articulatorymachinery, but
that is not the reason that they are in a dependencyrelationin featuregeometrytheories
like (8) and (10). Rather, there is an arrayof purely phonologicalargumentsfor a connection between these two features. A large numberof cases from historical and synchronic processes are cited by Campbell (1974, 53); they typically involve languages
where kwbecomes p. This process has a naturalinterpretationin the theories in which
[round]depends on [labial],as Sagey (1986)points out. kwnecessarily involves both the
[labial] and [dorsal] articulators,the former entailed by the fact that the segment is
[round].Simplificationof this complex segmentby loss of the [dorsal]articulator,then,
is the fundamentalprocess in the change.
Other evidence for the same conclusion comes from very different domains. In
Ponapeanand Mokilese, as Mester(1986)observes, a phenomenonof roundingharmony
in labial consonants can be straightforwardlyexplained by the dependency of [round]
on [labial]. Mokilese distinguishes four labial consonants, m, mw, p, and pw. Within a

root, the labialconsonantsmust agreein rounding.5If we assume (i) that [round]depends
on [labial], (ii) that [labial]is on a separate tier from other features, and (iii) that the
ObligatoryContourPrinciple(OCP) ensures that there can be only one [labial]feature
in a root, then this distributionalconstraintfollows:
pVm

(14)

pwVmw

*pwVm by OCP

Place

node

T

[lab]

lplVm

[lab]

I

[round]

[lab] [lab]

I

[round]

5Juliette Levin has pointed out to me that this observationmay understatethe range of cooccurrence
restrictionsin Ponapean. But an examinationof the Mokilese lexicon reveals that agreementof labials in
roundingis the only consistentlyobservedconstrainton consonantsin the morphemestructureof thatlanguage.
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The second and third assumptions are not especially controversial. The second (that
articulatorfeatures like [labial]define their own autosegmentaltiers) is accepted in all
versions of feature geometry. The third accounts for a wide variety of constraints on
homorganicconsonants within roots in different languages (McCarthy(1985), Mester
(1986), Yip (1987a,b)). The first is the one at issue, and it is clearly essential to the
characterizationof this phenomenonin Ponapean.
Another sort of constraint on the structureof morphemes is presented by Yip's
(1988) account of consonant-vowelcooccurrence in Cantonese. In that languagelabial
consonants and round vowels may not appearin the same syllable; the constraintis, in
terms of theories like (8) and (10), a prohibitionon havingtwo instances of [labial]within
the syllable.
Finally, in languages like Warlpiri(Nash (1979)), Igbo (Hyman (1975)), and Tulu
(Campbell (1974), Sagey (1986)) processes of roundingharmony or assimilation treat
labial consonants as opaque elements. This, then, is spreading of the [labial] node;
parallel cases where labial consonants are transparentto harmony can be regardedas
spreadingof the [round]node.
The point of this brief examinationof [labial]and [round]is made most forcefully
by Campbell(1974): there is a recurrentassociation of the labial place of articulation
with lip roundingthat is not expressed by conventionalfeaturetheory or, for that matter,
by approachesto featuregeometrythat dissociatethese two features. Furthermore,since
lip roundingand labialplace have quite differentacoustic effects, we cannot explain the
association of [labial]and [round]by appeal to perceptualfactors that might be outside
the purview of the feature geometry. For this reason the feature geometry theories like
(12) and (13) that divorce [round]from [labial]should be rejected.
Another set of problems is peculiar to theories like (13). This model of feature
geometry exploits [anterior]and [coronal]to characterizeplaces of articulationin consonants. This move is crucial,because by rejectingthe articulator-basedcharacterization
of consonants in (8), it allows velars to be transparentto vowels. Velars can be
characterizedas [ - anterior, - coronal], without invoking the tongue-bodyfeatures.
There are three distinct classes of problemswith this approach.
First, by virtue of its lack of the feature [labial],it fails to account for the evidence
from multiplyarticulatedsegments that led to the introductionof the feature [labial]in
the first place (Anderson (1971)). As Sagey (1986) shows in a comprehensive survey,
multiply articulatedsegments are exactly that-consonants with more than one simultaneous articulator,ratherthanconsonantswith a primaryplace of articulationand some
secondary characterizationto be obtainedwith other features.
Second, this accountplaces crucialrelianceon the feature [anterior]in its full crossclassificatory sense (ratherthan its restricteduse as a dependent of [coronal]in Sagey
(1986)). This feature is dubious, since it cannot be given a unified characterizationin
either articulatoryor acoustic terms. Furthermore,[anterior]appears to function only
in its definitionalrole of characterizingplace distinctions; it does not, by itself, char-
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acterize a naturalclass in any phonologicalprocess, as Kenstowicz and Kisseberth(1979)
have noted. It is appropriate,then, to consider it an ad hoc feature.
Third, evidence from morphemestructureconstraintson the cooccurrence of consonants in Semitic (McCarthy(1985)), Javanese (Mester (1986)), and a variety of other
languages investigated by Yip (1987a,b) provides strong support for articulator-based
feature geometries like those of (8) and (10) over the array of [coronal] and [anterior]
values. Yip's survey reveals that such constraintsare characteristicallyprohibitionson
the repetition of an articulatorwithin the root, from which she concludes that the
articulator-basedcharacterizationis superior.This evidence also points to the correctness of the overallprogramof dividingthe Place node into distinctarticulators,providing
another kind of evidence for treating[round]as a dependentof [labial].
We must conclude, then, that feature geometry cannot supplantplanarsegregation
of vowels and consonants as an account of the Southern Sierra Miwok metathesis
phenomenon. Success in treatingMiwok is bought only at the price of giving up many
of the most attractiveresults that featuregeometryhas obtained.Therefore,the analysis
of Miwok is inconsistent with the SMPH.
An additionalexample reveals a furtherproblemwith approacheslike (12) and (13),
or for that matter all specimens of feature geometry we have examined. Common to
featuregeometryapproachesis the idea that the V/C transparencyphenomenonis asymmetricalfor structuralreasons: consonants are often transparentto processes involving
vowels, but not conversely. For example, [back] harmony in vowels is common, but
place harmonyin consonants is not. Backing assimilationof vowels across consonants
can be straightforwardlyunderstoodwithout violations of the line-crossingprohibition.
But spreadingthe Place node of a consonantacross a vowel is not possible in a uniplanar
representation;it is impeded by the Place node of the vowel itself.
Nevertheless, there are cases that appear to involve exactly that or even worse.
Many of the Mayan languagesare subject to a version of the following constraint,first
observed to my knowledge for Tsotsil by Weathers (1947, 111) and subsequently for
Chontal by Keller (1959, 49), for Yucatec by Straight (1976, 49), and for Tzutujil by
Dayley (1985, 31).6
(15) In C1VC2roots, if C1 and C2 are both glottalized,then they must be identical
in all respects.
CVC is the normalform of native roots in these languages. These languages have triangularfive-vowel systems (i e a o u), and any vowel can occur distinctively in the
medial position of the CVC root. All the languagesfor which this constrainthas been
reported have at least p', t', c', c', and k' as glottalized consonants; Tzutujil adds to
these q'. "Identical in all respects" in the context of these systems of glottalized con6
Here and subsequentlyI disregardthe voiced ejectives that are reportedfor these languages;they do
not appearto participatein this constraintand have unusualphonologicalpropertiesthat suggest they are
derived.
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sonants means that Cl and C2 must agree in all place distinctions (in particularto distinguishalveolar c' from palatoalveolarc' or k' from q') and in the value of [continuant]
(to distinguishthe stop t' from the homorganicaffricatec').
There is nothing unusual about this constraint on the well-formedness of roots;
similar constraints appear in many other languages (McCarthy(1985), Mester (1986),
Yip (1987a,b)),and in fact Yucatec Mayan roots are subject to two other conditions of
like character(Straight(1976)). A straightforwardcharacterizationof this constraintin
terms of feature geometry is availablealong the same general lines described above for
Mokilese. To see this, we must first examine the geometry above the Place node.
Gestures of the larynx-voicing, aspiration,and glottalization-are expressed by
features dominatedby a single Laryngealnode. The Laryngealnode is distinct from the
Place node, because laryngealassimilationcan occur independentlyof place assimilation,
and conversely. For similarreasons, the feature [continuant]is independentof both the
Place and Laryngealnodes. The followingmodel, based on proposalsby Clements(1985)
and Sagey (1986), expresses these observations. I have simplifiedit in ways that are
irrelevantto the discussion:
(16)

...

CvC ...

/

\

Laryngealnode
[. . . laryngeal features .

Skeleton

~~~~~[cont]

Place node
. .]

[. .

. place features .

.

]

The Root node correspondsto the traditionalnotion "segment" or, more precisely, to
its autosegmentalcounterpart"single melodic element." All features are dominatedby
the Root node, so two segments that share a single Root node are, in fact, identical in
all respects.
The Mayan constraint, it will be recalled, says that if both consonants in the root
are glottalized, they must be identical in all respects. The requirement"if both are
glottalized"reduces to sayingthat they sharea single Laryngealnode. This follows from
the fact that glottalizationis expressed by the feature [constrictedglottis], dominated
by the Laryngeal node, and the premise that plain consonants lack a Laryngeal node
entirely (Clements(1985)).7The consequent"are identicalin all respects" can only mean
I The languagesunderdiscussiononly contrastplainvoiceless and glottalizedconsonants.The evidence
that plainvoiceless consonantslack a Laryngealnode is abundant:it comes fromthe widespreadphenomenon
of neutralizingvoicing and glottalizationdistinctionsin favor of this type (Clements(1985)).
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that the two consonants share a single Root node: in light of the premise that identity
(as in assimilation)is always a result of associationline spreading,the sharedRoot node
is the only way to express the observation that the two root consonants agree in both
place of articulationand the mannerfeature [continuant].
In summary,the only permissiblerepresentationfor a root likep'Vp' is the following
([cg] abbreviatesthe feature [constrictedglottis]):
CVC

(17)

Skeleton

Root node
[- cont]

Place node

Laryngealnode
lcg]

[lab]

To ensure this result, we must exclude possible representationsof an illicit root like
*p'Vt'. One possibility would have two Root nodes, each linked to separate Laryngeal
nodes, each Laryngealnode dominatinga separatefeature [constrictedglottis]. This is
excluded by the OCP, as in the analysis above of Mokilese. The second possibility also
has two Root nodes, sharinga single Laryngeal node. No contraventionof the OCP
occurs in this case, so we must exclude it by language-particularstipulation:
(18) *

Root node

T Laryngealnode
A languagethat happenedto lack this constraintwould, then, also lack the restriction
on cooccurrence of glottalizedconsonants observed in these Mayan languages. This is
correct; the Mayan constraintis certainlynot universal.
One could imagineother ways to encode this restriction.Nevertheless, any theory
in which assimilatoryprocesses are regardedas spreading-a fortioritheories of feature
geometry-must analyze the predicate "identicalin all respects" by somethingequivalent to the shared Root node.
Let us now bring this analysis to bear on the SMPH. In Mayan the constrainton
root structureholds of two consonants separatedby a vowel in the CVC root canon.
The interveningvowel is distinctivein a triangularfive-vowel system, and, significantly,
there is no evidence that vowels and consonants constitute separate morphemes. The
interveningvowel is transparentto association lines stemmingfrom the Root node of
the consonant;fromthis it follows that the Root node of the vowel cannotbe represented
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on the same tier as the Root node of the consonant. But Root nodes on separate tiers
are, by definition, separateplanes. Therefore,planarV/C segregationis necessary even
in the absence of morphologicalsupportfor the separation.
This evidence does not come from a single isolated fact. The constraint itself is
evidently an historicallystable part of the grammarsof several related languages. As I
have noted, in the one case where a careful search for well-formednessconditions on
root structurehas been done (Yucatec by Straight(1976)), several others of the same
general characteremerge. Furthermore,the Mayan languages exhibit an array of V/C
transparencyeffects in affixationthat are entirelyexpected underplanarV/C segregation
(McCarthyand Prince (1986;forthcoming)):affixes with an unspecified V or C slot are
filled by autosegmentalspreading.
It follows, then, that the root well-formednessconditionof Mayan,as well as related
observations, is inconsistent with the SMPH. In these languages, despite the lack of
morphologicaldistinctions between vowels and consonants, even the Root nodes of
vowels and consonantscannot appearon the same autosegmentaltier. No possible elaboration of feature geometry can account for this; therefore, these Mayan languagesrequire biplanarrepresentation.
I conclude, then, that the SMPH is false. Although there are reconstructionsof
featuregeometrythat are consistentwith a uniplanaranalysisof Yawelmani,they cannot
be generalized to Miwok without giving up fundamentalresults stemming from the
association of [round]and [labial].And, most strikingly,no possible feature geometry
can accountfor the Mayanconstraintwithoutrenegingon basic premisesof the nonlinear
phonologicalprogram.Yet in all these languagesno morphologicalbasis for the necessary
planar segregationof vowels and consonants is available.
Before we leave this topic, it is useful to dismiss one apparentproblemwith planar
V/C segregation.It mightbe suggested that phonologicalprocesses applyingacross the
V/C barrier, like palatalization,are simply inconsistent with separate planes. In fact,
this observationis neitherprobativenor true. It is not probativebecause it actuallyfails
to distinguisha theory with planarsegregationfrom a theory with an articulatedfeature
geometry like (10). In both cases, throughdifferentformalmechanisms,vowel and consonant distinctions are divorced from one another. The observationis false because it
makes the unwarrantedassumptionthat the notion of adjacency in phonological processes is always definedon tiers or planes and never on the skeleton. I take this question
up again in section 8.
I will now examine the WMPH and then turn to the explanation for why planar
V/C segregationis possible, even without the supportof a morphologicaldistinction, in
languageslike Yawelmani, SierraMiwok, and the Mayan group.
3. Against the WMPH

I begin by consideringthe original argumentin support of the WMPH. In McCarthy
(1979; 1981; 1986a)the complete intertransparencyof vowels and consonants with re-
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spect to one anotherin Semitic (see (5)) was identifiedwith the morphologicaldistinction
between vowels and consonants: the vocalism indicates inflectional notions like 'perfective active', and the consonantism stands for fundamentallexical meanings like
'write'. This intertransparencyphenomenon is not reanalyzable in feature-geometric
terms for exactly the same reasons adduced in the discussion of the Mayan constraint:
all distinctive propertiesof consonants (manner,place, and laryngealfeatures) spread
through vowels as a single unit. Semitic vowels and consonants, then, like those of
Mayan, are disjointat the level of Root nodes and thereforemust be on separateplanes.
The observationthat vowels and consonants are in fact distinct morphemes,combined
with the WMPH, ensures this result.
My goal in this section is not to show that the WMPH is false but ratherto demonstrate that this hypothesis is a necessary consequence of other assumptions about
how morphologyand the lexicon work. In orderto do this, it is first necessary to achieve
a deeper understandingof what biplanarrepresentationsmean and how they differfrom
uniplanarones.
Comparethe following two representationsof a stringlike pat:
(19) a.

Biplanar

b.

Uniplanar

a

CVC

CVC
I
I
t
p

p a t

The crucial character of the distinction between the two types of representations, I
suggest, is what they say about the linear order of the segments in pat. In the biplanar
representation the only inherent linear order relation is p < t; the orders p < a and

p < t are derivedby interpretationof the associationlines linkingmelodic elements with
the CVC skeleton. In the uniplanarrepresentationthe inherentlinear orders are p < a
and a < t, p < t being deduciblefrom the transitivityrelation. In other words, elements
on separateplanes do not have inherentlinear order relations to one another.8
Let us now turn to morphology. If we consider the English morphemes in and
credible in isolation, it obviously makes no sense to ask what the linear order relation
is between n and c. Because these segments are part of separatemorphemesinspected
before word formation,they can have no inherentlinear orderrelation. This essentially
follows fromthe classical definitionof a morpheme-a unitpairingsoundand meaningbecause additionallinearorderrelationswould be additionalimpositionson the "sound"
half of the definition.After we form the word incredible,the question of linear order at
least makes sense. If morphemeconcatenationis an operation on skeleta (so that the
actual melodies in and crediblethemselves are not concatenated),then n and c have an
8
Sagey (1986;1988)providesa cogent discussionof the relationbetween linearorderand the properties
of autosegmentalassociationlines.
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orderingrelationderivedby morphemeconcatenationand interpretationof the association lines. If morphemeconcatenationis an operationon melodies, then n and c have
a direct linear order relationderived by morphemeconcatenationalone.
Our concern here, however, is not with the results of morphemeconcatenationor
the appropriatenessof multiplanarrepresentationsin concatenative morphologicalsystems; evidence bearing on this issue is not abundant.Let us therefore turn to a morphological system where morphemesare not concatenated, Semitic. Considerthe three
morphemesthat makeup the word kattab:the root ktb, the vocalism a, and the template
CVCCVC(or its equivalentin other skeletal theories). Again, there are no linear order
relations of any kind between the segments of the morphemektb and the morphemea,
priorto word formation.Even afterword formation,because the fundamentaloperation
that builds words is autosegmentalassociation rather than morpheme concatenation,
linear order relationsin kattab are still derived ratherthan inherent:linear order can be
determinedonly by inspection of the association lines in the structurethat represents
kattab.
We have, then, arrivedat the followingpremises. First, separateplanes express the
absence of inherentorder relations between the two planes. Second, bare morphemes,
before word formation,have no linear order relationsto one another. Third, at least in
systems where word formationis not accomplishedby morphemeconcatenation, even
after word formationseparatemorphemeshave no inherentlinearorder relationsto one
another. This lack of inherentlinear order relations is exactly what planar segregation
expresses.
The upshot of this is that the WMPH is entirely superfluous as an independent
principle of the theory. Its effects are obtainedby these three premises. In a language
like Arabic, planar V/C segregationis morphologicallybased, but not because of the
WMPH. Rather, it follows from the fact that vowels and consonants lack linear order
relations initially as separate morphemes-because all separate morphemes are unordered with respect to one another-and subsequentlybecause morphemesare not concatenated. The lack of inherentlinearorderrelationsacross the V/C boundaryis exactly
what planarsegregationexpresses.
In light of these considerations,we see that morphemicdistinctness and nonconcatenative morphologywill always ensure planar segregationwithout the interposition
of the WMPH. Our options remain open for concatenative morphology, even without
the WMPH. If we can show that concatenativemorphemesend up on separateplanes,
then morphemeconcatenationis an operationon skeleta. If concatenative morphemes
are uniplanar,then morphemeconcatenationis an operationon melodies. The evidence
from reduplicationis on the side of the operationon skeleta (Marantz(1982)). Furthermore, the claim that the originaland copied melodies in reduplicationare on separate
planes (Broselow and McCarthy(1984), McCarthyand Prince (1986; forthcoming))is
consistent with this: linear orderrelationsbetween the originaland copied melodies are
also derived by skeletal association, rather than being inherent. In fact, reduplicative
affixation must be a concatenation operation on skeleta rather than melodies, since
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reduplicativeaffixes are unendowed(or underendowed)with melodic content. This case
of planarsegregation,which demandeda tortuousinterpretationof the WMPH, follows
naturallyfrom the formulationhere.
Let us sum up the argumentto this point. We have seen that the SMPH is falsified
by counterexample.The WMPH-formerly crucial to the understandingof the Semitic
cases-has not been falsified, but it has been shown to have no status as a principleof
linguistic theory. The effects of the WMPH follow from the observation that planar
segregationmeans nothingmore thanthe lack of inherentlinearorderrelationsand from
elementary considerationsof linear order among separate morphemes in nonconcatenative morphologicalsystems.
4. Linear OrderRelationsand PlanarV/C Segregation
The advantageof the SMPH is that it restrictsplanarV/C segregationto a narrowclass
of cases-overly narrow,as it turns out. Since this type of representationis obviously
not freely availableto all languages, we must naturallyask what stands in the place of
the defunct SMPH.
Comparingthe Semitic case with Yawelmanior SierraMiwok, we see that, although
they lack the commonalityof separate morphologicalfunction for vowels and consonants, they share the propertyof having systems of templatic morphology.This is undoubtedly important,as Prince (1987) points out: templatic morphology allows us to
accomplish V/C segregation in a coherent way, since the template itself defines the
organizationof vowels and consonants. In other words, the associations to the template
supplythe linearorderrelationsamongvowels andconsonantsin YawelmaniandMiwok.
Although we cannot say that Yawelmani or Miwok vowels and consonants lack
lexical linearorderrelationsbecause they are separatemorphemes,we can say that they
lack linear order relationsbecause such relationswould be entirely redundant.Prince's
(1987, 499) observation is particularlycogent: all informationabout the relative order
of the vowel a and the consonants 2mc' in the Yawelmanistem forms 2amc'l/maac' is
derived by association to the skeleton. We can take this further,forcing the issue: incorporatinglinearorderinto the Yawelmanilexical entry would violate the requirement
that the lexicon is the repository only of unpredictable(or nonredundant)information
(Kiparsky(1982), Archangeli(1984), Steriade(1987b)).To conformto this requirement,
the lexical entry must contain the two unorderedstrings, /a! and /?mc'/, whose linear
order relations are derived only by the nonconcatenative morphologicalprocess of
association to a template.9
The idea that planes express the lack of inherentlinear order relations implies that
templatic morphologicalsystems like those of Arabic, Miwok, and Yawelmaniwill always exhibit planarV/C segregation.Because such templatic systems renderthe linear
9 In fact, one indicationof the redundancyof linearorderinformationbetween vowels and consonants
in Yawelmaniand Miwokis the difficultyof choosing an orderfor the lexical entry: 2amc' and 2mac' never
contrast, so both are possible.
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order relations redundant,those relations are removed from the lexical entries. In the
absence of inherentlinearorderrelations,planarsegregationis the only option consistent
with removing noncontrastingspecificationsfrom the lexicon.
These considerationshave the added benefit of explainingan observationthat has
not heretofore been accounted for: systematic templatic morphology always implies
planar V/C segregation. Planar V/C segregation, together with templatic morphology,
would be impossible in a languagelike English that contrasts bilt and blit, with plainly
differentV/C orderingwithin the syllable.
An interestingimplicationof these results comes from a comparisonof Semitic with
Yawelmani or Miwok. In Semitic there are separatelexical entries for the morphemes
/a! and /ktb/. In Yawelmania single lexical entry contains the separate strings /a! and
/?mc'/. Both systems are templatic. Since, in our conception, templatic morphology is

logicallypriorto V/C segregation,it follows thatthe Semitic system shouldhave emerged
historicallyfrom one more like Yawelmani:templatic morphologyinduced V/C segregation, which predisposedthe Semitic languagesto taking the furtherstep of assigning
separate morphologicalfunction to a string like /ktb/. Traces of this earlier systemwhere /a/ and /ktb/ were two separate strings of a single morphemein a single lexical
entry-remain in the characteristicvowels of the first derivationalclass of the verb.
These vowels contrast within a range of possibilities delimitedpartly by semantic considerations:darab/drib'beat/willbeat'; katab/ktub'wrote/willwrite'; ?aliml/lam 'knew/
will know'; hasun/hsun 'was beautiful/willbe beautiful'.
We have seen that a templatic morphologicalsystem alone is sufficient to require
planar V/C segregation.What, then, do we say about the Mayan languages?Although
they do not have templatic morphologicalsystems, they have somethingjust as good
instead: a very rigid canonical shape for roots. Essentially all native Mayan roots are
formed on a template CVC,10and in such a template the linear order of vowels and
consonants is just as redundantas it is in Yawelmanior Miwok. It follows, then, that
Mayan roots will have planar V/C segregationfor essentially the same reasons as the
other languagesconsidered:vowels and consonants lack inherentorder.
Let us look at this in a differentway. The CVC root canon means that underlying
roots /tka/, /tak/, and /atk/ cannot contrast. This absence of contrast means that the
only lexical representationconsistent with eliminatingredundancyfrom the lexicon is
the bifurcated/a/, /tk/, without inherentordering.From this we obtain the planarV/C
segregationrequiredby the analysis of the Mayan root structureconstraint.
We have seen, then, that planarV/C segregationemerges from the redundancyof
linear order relationsbetween vowels and consonants in languageswith templaticmorphology or sufficientlyrigid constraintson canonical form. Althoughwe have focused
on a few languages, others could be cited in support of this conclusion. For example,
" I ignorehere an irrelevantcomplication:the CVC templatecan incorporatevowel lengthand laryngeal
prosody, still withinthe limits of monosyllabism.
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Goodman(in press) arguesfor Takelma,as I have done for Yawelmaniand Miwok, that
the mutualintertransparencyof vowels and consonants in this templaticmorphological
system can be expressed only by planarsegregationand not by feature geometry. And
Moira Yip has pointed out to me that a number of aspects of Chinese phonology, in
particularthe special characterof the languagegames in Yip (1982), make greatersense
if we presuppose planarsegregationas a consequence of CVC root structure.
Let us now sum up the claims. In the theory I have presented planar segregation
is taken to representthe lack of inherentlinear orderrelationsbetween elements on the
two planes. There are three bases on which vowels and consonants must dispense with
linearorder:(i) the WMPHcases like Semitic, where the definitionof morphemeensures
the absence of linear order;(ii) templaticmorphology,where linear orderof vowels and
consonantsis redundant;and (iii) sufficientlyrestrictiveroot structureconstraints,which
also make linear order redundant.The three classes are even more closely related to
one another than this typology suggests. Root structureconstraints can be thought of
as a particularinstance of templatic morphologyin which there is only one template.
And since Semitic morphemicsegregationpresupposes priortemplaticmorphology,all
three cases are subsumed under the logic of underspecification:linear order between
vowels and consonants is redundantunder these conditions. With the interpretationof
biplanarityas lack of inherentlinearorder, planarsegregationof vowels and consonants
is forced when the criteriaare met.
The claims can be made somewhattighterby pinningdown two issues. First, why
are vowels and consonantsespeciallyprivilegedto sufferplanarsegregation?The answer
to this is provided by Prince (1987): the V/C distinction is the one that the skeleton
necessarily refers to. So far as I know, all theories of the skeleton make a primary
distinction between C-like and V-like elements; skeletal associations must always take
cognizanceof that distinction.This pointfollows even moreessentiallyfromthe proposal
made here, since all planarsegregationis referredto linearorderrelationsthat ultimately
depend on the source or form of the skeleton.
Second, how can we exclude illusory planarsegregationin a languagelike English
that would be accomplishedby full lexical specificationof the skeleton? For example,
we could lexically represent blit as {i, blt, [CCVC]}and bilt as the same, but with the
skeleton [CVCC].At the very least, this case, althoughit may not be excluded in principle, representsa markedsituationin which every lexical entry is accompaniedby an
essentially gratuitousspecificationof its skeletal shape. Furthermore,this examplerelies
on positinga skeletoncomposedof segment-sizedunits;a comparablemove is impossible
in moraic terms (Hyman (1984), McCarthyand Prince (1986;forthcoming)).Finally, if
lexical skeletal specifications are limited to informationabout quantity and syllabicity
(McCarthyand Prince(1988),Hayes (forthcoming)),againthe illusoryplanarsegregation
is impossible.
This completes the major argument. We now turn to the consideration of some
residual matters.
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5. Linear Orderand PlanarSegregationin CV Languages
The provable cases of planar V/C segregation are those languages (or families) like
Semitic, Miwok, or Mayan in which rigid constraints on templatic form render linear
order redundant.In a much more tentative and speculativevein, however, I will pursue
the idea of redundancyto derive some resultsaboutlanguagesthathave only CV syllables
and no others.
For a C1V1sequence in a languagewith CV syllables only, the linear order of the
two component segments is totally redundantinformation-we can predict the relative
order of Cl and VI purely from knowledge of the syllable structureof the language.
Linearorderrelationswithinthe pairs
Now considerthe longersequence C1V1C2V2.
CIV, and C2V2are againpredictablefromthe syllablestructure.But linearorderrelations
are not entirelypredictable;four distinct surfacearrangementsare possible: CIV1C2V2,
C1V2C2V1,C2VICIV2,and C2V2C1V1.To distinguishamongthese, we specify Cl < C2
and V, < V2. In other words, the nonredundantinformationwe require in the lexical
representationof CIV1C2V2is that VI precedes V2 and Cl precedes C2; the rest is
predictable.
That VI precedes V2 and Cl precedes C2 is exactly what a biplanarrepresentation
of vowels and consonants encodes. Biplanaritysays that linear order relationsbetween
vowels and consonantsare not directlyrepresentedin the linearorderof elements within
a single plane but are derivativeof skeletal associations. In our hypotheticallanguage,
then, the lexical representationof C1V1C2V2will contain the two strings /V1V2/ and
/ClC2/, encodingonly the unpredictablelinearorderrelationsand derivingthe rest from
syllabification.

11

If the languagewere to have richersyllabic structure,CV(C), then CIV1C2V2C3
and
could contrast. This is self-evidently a contrast in the linear order of V2
C1VIC2C3V2
and C3 and thus precludes planarV/C segregation.
In summary,exclusive CV syllables, unaidedby other templaticor canonicalform
restrictions, render V/C linear order relations redundant,with consequent planar V/C
segregation.
I know of no languagethat permits only CV syllables and no others, but the nearmiss (C)V is presented by some Oceanic languageslike Rotumanand Kwara'ae in underlying representation. An unusual phenomenon that, as Laycock (1982) and Sohn
(1980)note, is virtuallyuniqueto these languagesis unrestrictedCV -> VC metathesis.
In Rotumanthis process has been morphologized,whereas in Kwara'aeit is an active,
stress-conditionedphonologicalrule that until recently was limited to fast speech:

1' A special case arises where V1 = V2, C1 = C2, and the OCPappliesto both. Under those conditions
we could not distinguish,say, pa frompapa; both wouldbe representedby the lexical entrycomposedof the
two strings/a/ and Ip/. And if the languagewere to have V syllables as well as CV, we could not distinguish
apo frompao, both being representedlexically as /ao! and /p/.
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Rotuman
Complete Phase
pure
tiko
hosa

IncompletePhase
puer
'to decide'
tiok
'flesh'
hoas
'flower'

Kwara'ae
Underlying
selo
kado
ma?u

Derived
seol
kaod
mau?
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'sail'
'thin'
'fear'

In another language cited by Laycock, Ririo, historical reanalysis in favor of the
metathesizedforms has occurred.In many cases reductionor coalescence applies to the
output of metathesis, with some differences across languages. In no case from these
languagesdo any consonants act as opaque to the metathesis of any vowels, regardless
of their featuralsimilarities.
In Ultan's (1971) extensive typological survey, this sort of metathesis is quite isolated-V/C metathesis without regardto the identity of the vowels and consonants is
otherwise unknown,except in templaticsystems like Semitic, Yawelmani,and Miwok. 2
Yet these languagesare not templatic;in fact, the Kwara'aemetathesisrule is arguably
nothingmorethana specialcase of compensatorylengthening(McCarthy(forthcoming)),
in which an underlyingform like /selo/ receives penult stress and then substitutes for
the resultingdisyllabicfoot a single bimoraicsyllable. Evidence from Rotumanindicates
that a similarreductionprocess has been historicallymorphologizedin that language.
How then are we to account for the fact that just this family of languages has
developed such an unusual rule of metathesis as an expression of an equally unusual
way to accomplishreductionof unstressed syllables? A theory of feature geometry like
(10) is capable of expressing the metathesis effect by reassociation, if vowels are unspecified for rounding.13 But by attributingthe metathesiseffect to the universalfeature
geometry, (10) predicts that all languageswith comparablevocalic and consonantalsystems could have the same metathesis phenomenon as these (C)V languages. This is
false-this sort of unrestrictedV/C metathesis is unique to these languages, yet these
languageshave normativeunderlyingsegmentalsystems with five vowels in a triangular
arrangementand labial, coronal, and velar stops.
If we attributethe metathesiseffect to planarV/C segregation(essentially along the
lines suggestedby Saito (1981)and McCarthy(1986a)),we make a far tighterprediction.
12 Restrictedtypes of V/C metathesisdo occur, typically involving vowels and
adjacentsonorantconsonants or apparentmetathesisthroughpalatalizationor labialization(Sagey (1986)). See Ultan (1971) and
McCarthy(forthcoming)for discussion.
13 This requirementis necessary in the feature-geometricanalysis because round vowels and labial
consonantsfreely permute:Rotuman/lipo/, liop 'sand eel'; Kwara'ae/baboula/,baobwdl'thick'.
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In Rotumanand Kwara'aethere is no evidence for morphologicaldistinctionsbetween
vowels and consonantsor templaticmorphology,and little evidence for rigidconstraints
on canonical form. But there is the highly restricted (C)V syllable structurethat could
conceivablyrenderthe linearorderof vowels andconsonantsredundant.Because vowels
and consonantsare unordered,they are free to give the appearanceof reorderingwithout
an overt metathesis rule.
The argumentfor planarV/C segregationin Rotumanor Kwara'aeis not an argument
from necessity; a theory like (10) can accomplishmetathesisby association withjust the
apparatusof feature geometry. Rather, the logic of the argumentis that the featuregeometric approachincorrectlylicenses free V/C metathesisin just about any language
ratherthanjust these few.
The argumentfrom Rotumanand Kwara'aeis not ironclad. First, these languages
were at least originallysubject to a CVCV root structureconstraint, so they may fall
under the same rubricas Mayan. Second, they have (C)V ratherthan CV syllables, so
the parallel with the hypotheticalcase is inexact. Third, as I observed in footnote 11,
effects of the OCPpresentproblemsundercertainconditions.Nevertheless, the evidence
is at least suggestive that rigid CV syllables might have the same consequences for
biplanaritythat templates do.
6. Fake Effectson LinearOrder
Up to this point we have looked at linear order contrasts in a ratherunsubtle way; we
have simply asked whether in general linear order contrasts are possible and derived
planar segregationfrom the answer to this. So far the answer has been apparent.If we
now examine certain special cases, we see that it is not always so.
The problem arises from what we might call the "placeholder"function of linear
order. Suppose we analyze the Arabic consonant 2 as completely unspecifiedin lexical
representation,supplied by a default rule. This analysis has merit; 2 is the consonant
that fills empty onsets in the phonology. How then will we representlexically the word
2abbad'caused to serve'? By our assumption,the root is representedas /bd/, since the
consonant is completelyunspecified. But this means that we will requirea special mode
of association to the CVCCVCskeleton, to avoid deriving *baddad, which we expect
by the general rules (comparesammam from /sml). We might then adopt lexical linear
order of vowels and consonants in this case, claiming that this word is underlyingly
/abad/. Linearorderholds the place for the consonant 2that has not yet been specified.
This is an absurd analysis; Arabic roots containingglottal stops participatein the
same morphologyas roots withoutthem. The placeholdereffect must be achieved without recourse to this fake use of linear order. One possibility, which follows from Steriade's (1987b)persuasiveproposalsaboutunderspecification,is to say that such complete
underspecificationis not a possibility. Steriadearguesthat underspecificationis required
of completely redundantfeature values (like the value of [high] in [?+low] vowels, or
the value of [back] and [round]in the [?+low]vowel of a triangularvowel system), but
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it is forbiddenfor feature values that are in contrast. Since any segment contrasts with
at least one other, none can ever be completely unspecified. Another move, along the
lines suggested by Borowsky (1985), is to regardArabic Pas "[ ]," pure segmentism
without feature values. In terms of feature geometry, this would be a bare Root node
without any of its daughters.In fact, in the version of feature geometry proposed by
Sagey (1986), the Root node is not bare; it is composed of the features [consonant]and
[sonorant]. This looks like the right approach:just these major class features never
assimilatewithouttakingthe entiresegmentalongwith them (Scheinand Steriade(1986)).
At this point the two hypotheses become very similarto one another:both grantto 2 a
considerableportion of phonologicalsubstance, even in underlyingrepresentation.
A case like Miwok is not differentin kind from Arabic. In Miwok 2 and i are the
default consonant and vowel, respectively, as Smith (1985) shows. Each intrudes by
occupying the rightmostposition when the consonants or vowels of the base are insufficient to fill the availableslots of the template (autosegmentalspreadingis not usually
permittedin Miwok).Yet, just as in Arabic,these defaultsegmentsare also real segments
as well, occupyingplaces in the root and filling the templatein positions other than the
rightmost one. Just as in Arabic, we do not suppose that linear order of vowels and
consonants is stipulatedin these cases; instead, we conclude again that complete underspecificationis not an available option. In fact, the pattern predicted by complete
underspecificationis unknownto me: a templaticlanguagein which the defaultconsonant
never appearsin roots, emergingonly when the template is not otherwise satisfied.
The Mayan languagespresent a similarproblem. 2 is an ordinaryconsonant with
free distributioninside words. Yet a hypotheticalroot like ?ap is generallytaken to be
/ap! underlyingly,because the initial ? not in contrastwith 0 and may be absent under
some conditions. This presents the same placeholderproblem:in our terms, underlying
/a!, /pI could represent the contrasting surface forms pap and (?)ap. (The remaining

logical possibility, pa, is excluded independently;the final C of the CVC root canon is
obligatory.)Fromthis we mightconcludethatlinearorderrelationsare encoded in Mayan
lexical entries, with /pap/ and /ap! differing.The lesson we draw from Arabic is appropriate here; total underspecificationis not an option. We therefore need not appeal to
placeholdingby linearorderto circumventthis problem.The underlyingrepresentations
are /a!, !pI for pap and /a!, /?p/ for (?)ap, perhaps with 2 specified as only a Root node.
A converse fake effect on linear order arises in cases of the empty C phenomenon
first described by Clements and Keyser (1983) and subsequentlyby many others. This
phenomenonis suggestedby the observationthat, in some languages,some vowel-initial
(or vowel-final) morphemes behave phonologically as if they were consonant-initial,
whereas others behave as expected. The analysis posits a purely skeletal contrast between the two types of morphemes:
(21) a.

Normal Cases
VC

l I

ap

b.

Empty C Cases
CVC

II

ap
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The problem arises when we think about how this distinction is encoded lexically. So
far as I know, this importantquestion is not addressed in the literature,but it seems
clear that the lexical entries of these two morphemesmust containthe full skeleton. But
if every lexical entry contains a full skeleton, we are in exactly the same position as
with languageslike Miwok or Mayan, where the skeleton is suppliedby the morphology
or a root-structureconstraint.We are then left with the strangeresult that the empty C
phenomenonimplies planarV/C segregation.
As I noted at the conclusion of section 4, McCarthyand Prince (1988) and Hayes
(forthcoming),developingthe skeletaltheory of Hyman(1984)and McCarthyand Prince
(1986), restrict lexical specificationof skeleta to those propertiesthat are distinctivequantity and sometimes syllabicity-encoded by moras. This highly restrictedconception of lexical skeletal specification is insufficient in itself to render V/C linear order
relations redundant.(For example, it cannot distinguishblit from bilt.) But the empty
C phenomenon, to express the contrast between C and 0, seems to require complete
specification of skeleta lexically. Then, blit must be representedas {/i/, !blt/, /CCVCf}
and bilt as {/iI, /blt/, /CVCCI}.14
McCarthyand Prince (1986) and Hayes (forthcoming)observe that the empty C
phenomenonseems to be equally well accountedfor along approximatelythe same lines
as the other fake linear order effect described earlier. A provable empty C requires
evidentiaryconditionsthat are rarelyif ever met: it must be impossible to ascertainany
properties of the invisible segment by familiarphonological argumentation.At a minimum, we can in general establish values for some of the majorclass features ([consonantal] in particular),and so we can supply this empty segment with melodic content
in the form of a Root node. This case would then differ from the earlierone in that the
incomplete segment is never filled out (or perhaps is never syllabified), in which case
it remainsunexpressedphonetically.Since the independentlyrequiredtheory of feature
geometry offers this as an option, there is no reason to suppose that invisible segments
are in fact empty Cs. The problemsattendanton lexical specificationof skeleta in these
cases thereforedisappear.
7. Planar Segregationof Features
Cole (1987)presents evidence that morphologicallygovernedharmonyprocesses do not
exhibit the blocking effects that we find in purely phonologicalharmony,and from this
she concludes that the harmonizingfeature, as a morphemein its own right, occupies
a separate autosegmentalplane. This proposal is not uncontroversial,but nevertheless
it is worth examiningin the light of the results obtained here. In Coeur d'Alene (Cole
(1987, 77ff.)), for example, diminutive consonant symbolism involves glottalizing all
14 It may be possible to constructa coherent theory in which only morphemeslike /Cap/ are endowed
with lexical skeleta. Again, the literatureis silent on this point. This would seem to predict an unobserved
cross-linguisticpreferencefor restrictingquantitativecontrasts, which require lexical specification of the
skeleton, to morphemeswith empty Cs, which also requirelexical specification.
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sonorant consonants within a word:
(22) yap'-yEp'-mEn-tsut-> y'ap'-y'Ep'-m'En'-tsut'he rocked'
Whatdistinguishesa case like this fromphonologicalharmonyis that the p's, which
are already specified for glottalization,are transparentto the assimilatoryspreadof the
morphologicallytriggeredglottalization.15Cole explains this by biplanarity:diminutive
glottalization,representedby the feature [constrictedglottis], is a different morpheme
from the lexical glottalizationinherentto p':
(23) Affix plane

[cg]
CVCCVC

Baseplane

CVCCVC

y apyEpmEn

[cg]

t s ut

[cg]

Purely phonologicalassimilationby spreadingof [constrictedglottis] from either direction would encounter a p' lexically specified as [constricted glottis], and so further
spreadingwould be blocked by the line-crossingprohibition.
This case is covered by the same rubricas Arabic, even though the morphologyis
not templatic. The affixal [constrictedglottis], consideredbefore word formation,is not
linearly ordered with respect to the base. Because affixal [constricted glottis] is not
concatenatedwith the base, there is no possibilityof linearorderby virtue of morpheme
concatenationeither. Therefore,affixal [constrictedglottis] is on a separateplane from
the base-they lack inherentlinear order relations to one another.
8. TransplanarAdjacency
Adjacency effects (assimilationor the OCP)between elements on differentplanes have
sometimes been referredto a principleof Plane Conflation.Younes (1983)and McCarthy
(1986a,b) argue that the separate morphologicalplanes of Semitic are conflated into a
single plane at some point in the derivation.Plane Conflationthereforecreates inherent
linearorderrelationsout of the linearorderrelationsthatformerlycould only be deduced
from inspecting the associations of the two planes with the skeleton. It also splits socalled long-distancegeminates(McCarthy(1986b)).The effect of Plane Conflationis that
phonological derivations in languages with planar segregation are bifurcatedinto two
very differentnotions of adjacency, with a sharp demarcationbetween the two.
In McCarthy (1986a) Plane Conflation was identified with Bracket Erasure, the
15 Cole (1987, 50ff.) presentsargumentsthat consonantsymbolismphenomenaare in fact to be analyzed
as harmonyprocesses ratherthan context-freerules of the form [ + sonorant]-*[ + constrictedglottis].
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principlethat informationabout priormorphologicalstructurepersists for only a limited
time in the derivation. Although the results presented here are not incompatiblewith
this, the fact that planar segregationis no longer attributeddirectly to morphological
identity suggests that the identificationof Plane Conflationand Bracket Erasureshould
be reexamined. Cole (1987)has done this, and suggests that the association is at best a
loose one.
Althoughthis question cannot be fully resolved here, it is appropriateto point out
that the notion of Plane Conflationis predicatedon the idea that adjacencyrelationsfor
phonologicalprocesses like assimilationor constraintslike the OCP are always defined
on melodic tiers or planes. This assumptionhas been called into question in recent work
by Archangeliand Pulleyblank(1986; 1987)and Myers (1987). These authorsargue that
adjacencyof melodic elements dependsin some cases on the adjacencyof the associated
skeletal elements, either always or on a parametrizedbasis. For example, in a biplanar
representationlike (19a), the p and a are adjacent(for example, for the purposes of an
assimilationrule)by virtueof the adjacencyof theirassociated skeletalelements, without
the mediationof Plane Conflation.
The particularsignificanceof this work lies in the fact that this new characterization
of adjacencyhas consequences in areas that Plane Conflationcannot address at all. For
example, Myers (1987) shows that Meeussen's Rule in Shona-deletion of the first of
two high tones only when they are linkedto adjacentsyllables-requires just this notion
of adjacency. Because adjacencyis relativizedto skeletal associations, two high tones,
even though representedon the same plane, are adjacentin this technical sense only if
they are linked to string-adjacentsyllables. In that case alone, the first high tone is
deleted. Similarresults are presented by Archangeliand Pulleyblank(1987).
These results eliminate one source of evidence for Plane Conflation:the fact that
elements on differentplanes can be treated as though adjacent by phonological rules.
Two other sources of evidence remain. First, as Younes (1983) shows, geminate integrity-the resistance of geminates to epenthesis-holds postlexically in Palestinian
Arabicjust as it does in languageswithout planarV/C segregation. Since geminate integrity depends on the line-crossing prohibition,the explanation of this phenomenon
requiresthat the epenthetic vowel be representedon the same plane as the consonants.
The theory presented here suggests a different interpretationof this result-since the
epenthetic vowel is insertedby rule between two consonants, it must be linearlyordered
relative to them and therefore must occupy the same plane. The other remainingcase
for Plane Conflationcomes from the differenteffects of geminateinalterabilitylexically
and postlexically on long-distancegeminatesin Chaha(McCarthy(1986b)).I have nothing to add to this here.
9. Conclusion
In this article I have arguedthat morphologicaldistinctionsplay no direct role in planar
segregation, and in concert with this I have shown that planar segregationoccupies a
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somewhat more prominentrole in phonologythan is sometimes conceived. In the place
of the WMPHand SMPH, I presentthe observationthat the elements on separateplanes
have no inherentlinear order relations to one another, and I show that, in those cases
where planarsegregationis required,the elements on separateplanes are unorderedat
the lexical level. Lack of inherentorder is shown to be a consequence of the logic of
underspecificationcarriedthroughto words formed on templates.
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